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Improbable? Maybe, but “Mission Impossible-Fallout,”
the sixth and latest stunt-filled edition of the Tom
Cruise action franchise has topped the weekend box

office in North America, outperforming the five earlier
“Impossibles.” The Paramount/Skydance production took
in an estimated $61.5 million for the three-day weekend,
according to industry tracker Exhibitor Relations, more
than quadrupling the $15 million earned by second-place
“Mamma Mia! Here We Go Again.” “Impossible” has 56-
year-old Cruise, who famously still does his own cliff-
hanging, car-rolling stunts, ordered to track down some
missing plutonium and find a terror-minded villain. Critics
seem to like the film despite its evident weaknesses:
Though “often ridiculous,” the Washington Post wrote, the
film “works amazingly well.” Universal’s “Mamma Mia”
clung to the second spot for a second straight weekend,
though its take was nearly 60 percent below its opening.

With a star-studded cast including Meryl Streep, Amanda
Seyfried, Colin Firth and Pierce Brosnan, the film uses
plentiful flashbacks to fill in the story of Streep’s carefree
character on the only Greek island with a built-in ABBA
soundtrack. 

In third was Sony’s “The Equalizer 2,” with Denzel
Washington again playing a former black-ops agent-and
now low-profile Lyft driver-drawn into action to avenge a
friend’s death. It took in $14 million.  Fourth spot went to
another Sony film, “Hotel Transylvania 3: Summer
Vacation,” at $12.3 million. The animated comedy, whose
voice cast includes Adam Sandler and Selena Gomez, fol-
lows Count Dracula and his family as they get away from
their hotel for their own vacation.  

In fifth was a new release, Warner Bros’ family-friendly
“Teen Titans Go! To the Movies,” at $10.5 million, which
Variety called slightly disappointing given the film’s 90

percent rating on Rotten Tomatoes. The first feature film
based on a popular animated series, “Titans” has a voice
cast including Kristen Bell, Will Arnett and Greg Cipes.

Rounding out the top 5 were:
“Ant-Man and the Wasp” ($8.4 million)
“Incredibles 2” ($7.2 million)
“Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom” ($6.8 million)
“Skyscraper” ($5.4 million)
“The First Purge” ($2.2 million)—AFP

Better with age? Cruise’s latest ‘Impossible’ tops box office

In this file photo Actor and producer Tom Cruise
arrives for a screening of ‘Mission Impossible -

Fallout’ at the Smithsonian National Air and
Space Museum. — AFP 

George Ezra will perform at
Absolute Radio’s special 10th
anniversary gig.  The ‘Shotgun’ hit-

maker will be joining Manic Street
Preachers and Blossoms in performing to
2,000 fans at London’s iconic O2
Shepherd’s Bush Empire on September
25. The “biggest and best” party of the
year will be hosted by the station’s new
breakfast show presenter Dave Berry,
who couldn’t be happier to be involved.
He said: “It’s only fitting we throw the
biggest and best party for our listeners.
“The Manics are in charge of organizing
the magician, George is overseeing the
decorations and Blossoms are getting the
party bags. “I’m chuffed to be hosting the

gig, and it’s going to be a great night of
live music to celebrate ten years of
Absolute Radio!” Tickets will go on sale
through Ticketmaster on Friday priced
just £10 plus £3.50 booking feeds.
Meanwhile, the ‘Blame It On Me’ singer
recently admitted he didn’t “expect” such
a positive reaction to his second album,
‘Staying At Tamara’s’. Speaking exclusive-
ly to BANG Showbiz, he said: “The reac-
tion has been much better than I was
expecting. And that’s not because I didn’t
believe in what I was doing, it’s more that
I just couldn’t have ever anticipated it
would do as well as it did.”

George Ezra will perform at
Absolute Radio’s anniversary gig 

All Saints are having more fun
than ever before.  The pop
group, comprised of Shaznay

Lewis, Nicole Appleton, Natalie
Appleton and Melanie Blatt, originally
split in 2001, because their friendship
had broken down but now the ‘Pure
Shores’ hitmakers are happier than
ever and are enjoying performing
together again.  Speaking on ‘Sunday
Brunch’, 42-year-old Shaznay
revealed why the band is working so
much better this time around.  She
said: “You know what it is, there are
two parts of it. “At the beginning, it
was obviously a lot more successful -
it was a bigger spectrum - but I think
with that came a lot more pressure. I
think the whole thing... we were con-
stantly trying to keep up with it all.
“Whereas this time around it’s more
enjoyable because we’re able to just
take in everything and appreciate and
enjoy it all.” The ‘Never Ever’ singer
has also detailed how the band got
together again for their second
reunion.  She said: “A producer friend

of mine just happened to contact me
and he was asked by a promoter if we
would go on the road with Backstreet
Boys. “I mentioned it to the girls -
because we’d been hanging out, we
just weren’t making music together -
and we jumped at the chance. “Back in
the day, we did so much promo that
performing was one of the things we
did the least.” Shaznay also admitted
the group never wanted to be labelled
as a girl band.  She said: “Our beliefs
at the time and the band that we
wanted to be - we never wanted to be
a girl band, it just so happened that
there were other girl bands at the time
so we were lumped in with them. “But
when we started doing All Saints,
which was like years before, we were
just a band. We wanted to be like
TLC, they were never a ‘girl band’.
“And it was just because we hap-
pened to be at that moment in time...
but I mean, we are definitely girls!”

All Saints are having
more fun than ever

Justin Bieber
won’t release 

new music until
after wedding 

Justin Bieber won’t release any new music
until after he’s got married.  The 24-year-old
singer has just dropped his new track ‘No

Brainer’ with DJ Khaled but he has admitted
there won’t be any new songs coming his fans’
way until after the wedding as he wants to focus
on his fiancee Hayley Baldwin and their relation-
ship.  Asked by TMZ paparazzi what’s next
career-wise, he said: “Getting married!” The
‘Sorry’ hitmaker proposed to the 21-year-old
model earlier this month following just five weeks
of dating, although they have been romantically
linked in the past, and, although he’s not planning
to drop any new content as of yet, it’s believed
he’s keen to incorporate his Christian faith into
his fifth studio album.  A source said recently:
“Justin is on the lookout for songs which really
reflect where he is in his life in terms of spirituali-
ty. He has always been religious but the last two
years have seen him grow closer to the Hillsong
Church and it has changed his entire life. He has a
totally different outlook now.” Justin was said to
have wanted to take a break from music after
completing his ‘Purpose’ world tour - which came
to an abrupt end when he axed the final 14 shows
due to “unforeseen circumstances” - but his
weekly church visits have “revitalised” him and
he’s already been back in the recording studio
again.  The insider explained: “After he finished
his last tour he really wasn’t interested in record-
ing any music for a while. “But his time with the
church has revitalised him and although he is
working with a lot of the same people who
helped to make his last album, ‘Purpose’, he is
reshaping his sound so it is more in line with the
church’s values and beliefs. “There are key
themes of love and redemption in the tracks he
has ≠created so far. It will certainly ≠surprise
some fans.” With a wedding to plan and an album
to finish, it’s highly unlikely Justin will release any
new material before the end of 2019.

Margot Robbie feels more emo-
tionally invested in a movie when
she’s producing the project. The

28-year-old star - who is best known for
her acting talents - serves as a producer
on her new movie ‘Terminal’, in which she
also plays the lead role, and Margot has
admitted to feeling hugely passionate
about the thriller film. Asked whether pro-
ducing complements acting or whether it
gives her something acting doesn’t,
Margot replied: “It actually works hand in
hand with acting. I assumed it would be
more of a conflict of interests, trying to
split myself between the two roles. But
actually, I feel like it made me better at
each job, being so involved. “And actually
it does give me something I don’t get just
from acting ... you know, feeling like, ‘Oh,
that’s our project.’ As opposed to I got to
be a part of someone’s project.” The
Australian actress explained that having
such a hands-on role with the movie
means she feels more emotionally
attached to the film. In fact, Margot
likened the scenario to raising a child. She
told Flickering Myth: “When you’re there
from the inception of the idea, to the
development, to the pre-production, to
the production - which you’re there as
an actor anyway - to post-production,
marketing, distribution ... all that kind of
stuff, you live with it for years.  “And
after years, it’s like your baby and you
have a greater sense of ownership over
it. And therefore, a greater emotional
investment, I think.” — Bang Showbiz
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Evangeline Lilly felt under pressure making a
Marvel movie following the success of ‘Black
Panther’. The 38-year-old actress stars along-

side Paul Rudd in ‘Ant-Man and the Wasp’, but she’s
admitted to feeling anxious about the release of her
own movie after ‘Black Panther’ proved to be a huge
success with fans and critics. Asked whether she felt
a sense of pressure, the actress confessed: “I would
love to be cool enough to say no, but at the begin-
ning, when we were shooting ... I’m trying to remem-
ber the chronology of it, but I think ‘Black Panther’
was shooting at the same time. And you could just
feel how cool that was going to be. He was the first
African American to be a titled superhero in the
MCU, and then I was going to be the first female. “Of
course, ‘Black Panther’ became an international phe-
nomenon, and I am not above admitting that a part of
me just went, ‘Eek. I can’t do that. I don’t know how
to do that. What? Am I supposed to do that?! Is that
what they expect me to be and do?’ “And then you
get over yourself and realize that a job’s a job. You
just have to go to work and do what you do. The
results are not in your hands, and everything else has
to be let go off, and that’s not the point anyway.”

Evangeline briefly retired from acting earlier this
decade before she returned to star in ‘The Hobbit’
franchise. But the actress - who is also due to star in
the next ‘Avengers’ movie - admitted she wrestled
with the decision to join the Marvel cast. She told
Digital Spy: “When I realized that I really wanted to
do it - which at first I didn’t think I did - then I was
faced with a dilemma, because when I took the job on
‘The Hobbit’, in my mind I was just making an excep-
tion for Peter Jackson and doing this role that was a
fantasy of mine since I was a little girl. And then I was
going to bow right back out and it was just going to
be a moment. “And I realized that I really think I want
to become an Avenger - who wouldn’t? So then I
basically had a ‘come to Jesus’ talk with myself.
‘Honey, it seems to me that this industry is not going
to leave you be, you are not going to leave it be.
You’re going to continue to dance. So if that’s the
case, you either have to make your peace with it or
you have to draw a line in the sand right now and tell
Marvel no.’ “And, as you can see, I decided to make
my peace with it.”
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